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Curriculum Content
Unit 60: Games Industry
By completing this unit learners will understand the computer/console game industry,
and existing computer/console game products. They will understand the importance of
games reviews, and how they are produced. Learners will be able to plan a new
computer/console game.
Unit 17: Producing An Audio-Visual Media Product
By completing this unit learners will produce pre-production materials, and carry out
relevant recces and risk assessments to ensure that they can work safely in production
stages. They will identify and resolve any relevant legal and/or ethical issues associated
with the audio-visual media product they are producing. Learners will produce materials
that they can use and edit to create a final audio-visual media product.
Unit 17: Producing An Audio-Visual Media Product
By completing this unit learners will produce pre-production materials, and carry out
relevant recces and risk assessments to ensure that they can work safely in production
stages. They will identify and resolve any relevant legal and/or ethical issues associated
with the audio-visual media product they are producing. Learners will produce materials
that they can use and edit to create a final audio-visual media product.
Unit 43: Production And Post-Production For TV
By completing this unit learners will be able to plan, produce, edit and evaluate a 5minute section of a TV programme.
Unit 31: Photography For Media Products
By completing this unit learners will understand the use of professional photographs in
media products. Learners will understand how to plan for a photographic shoot, and
take and edit a range of photographs for a specific media product.
Unit 32: Graphic Design For Media Products
By completing this unit learners will understand existing graphic design products.
Learners will understand how to generate ideas for and plan the production of three
related graphic design promotional items for an original media product, for a specific
target audience.
Unit 41: Production And Post-Production For Film
By completing this unit learners will understand how to produce pre-production material
for a short film or sequence of a film, and how to produce and edit a short film or
sequence of a film. They will also be able to propose certification for film, based on focus
group feedback.
Unit 46: Audio-Visual Promos
By completing this unit learners will understand audio-visual promos. Learners will be
able to generate ideas and produce pre-production material for an audio-visual promo.
Learners will also gain some practical skills by producing and editing the planned audiovisual promo.
Unit 54: Radio Drama Production
By completing this unit learners will understand radio dramas, and how meaning is
created within them. Learners will gain some practical skills through the planning,
recording, and editing of a new 5-minute radio drama for a specific radio station.
Moderation of coursework – no official teaching.
Assessments
Unit 60: Games Industry
100% assessed through five learning
outcomes

How Assessed?
Verbal feedback is given throughout these units
to ensure work is improved. Written feedback is
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Unit 17: Producing An Audio-Visual
Media Product
100% assessed through four learning
outcomes
Unit 17: Producing An Audio-Visual
Media Product
100% assessed through four learning
outcomes
Unit 43: Production And PostProduction For TV
100% assessed through four learning
outcomes
Unit 31: Photography For Media
Products
100% assessed through five learning
outcomes
Unit 32: Graphic Design For Media
Products
100% assessed through four learning
outcomes
Unit 41: Production And PostProduction For Film
100% assessed through four learning
outcomes
Unit 46: Audio-Visual Promos
100% assessed through four learning
outcomes
Unit 54: Radio Drama Production
100% assessed through four learning
outcomes

Moderation of coursework – no
official teaching.

Suggested extra reading and
extension activities

Recommended websites

Required equipment

given to each learning outcome on how it can be
improved.
Practical work in 17 is assessed through witness
statements.
Verbal feedback is given throughout these units
to ensure work is improved. Written feedback is
given to each learning outcome on how it can be
improved.
Practical work in both 17/43 is assessed through
witness statements.

Verbal feedback is given throughout these units
to ensure work is improved. Written feedback is
given to each learning outcome on how it can be
improved.
Practical work in 31 is assessed through witness
statements.

Verbal feedback is given throughout these units
to ensure work is improved. Written feedback is
given to each learning outcome on how it can be
improved.
Practical work in both 41/46 is assessed through
witness statements.
Verbal feedback is given throughout the unit to
ensure work is improved. Written feedback is
given to each learning outcome on how it can be
improved. Practical work in 54 is assessed
through witness statements.
N/A

Use your media skills outside of school, filming family events,
taking photographs, vlogging or blogging.
Join our peer mentoring scheme – helping year 10/11 students
with their audio visual/print work.
http://www.socialmediaexaminer.com/26-tips-improving-socialmedia-marketing/
http://www.careerfaqs.com.au/news/news-and-views/fivehottest-media-and-communications-careers/
http://www.mediaknowall.com/gcse/gcse.php
http://www.bfi.org.uk/
https://www.intofilm.org/
http://launchingfilms.com/
http://www.allaboutcareers.com/careers/industry/media
The student should have daily access at home to a computer
with internet access.
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How parents/carers can
support
Extra-curricular activities

Extra support
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Support your son/daughter to use their media skills at home,
filming family events, taking photographs
Film club (weekly)
Display team
Film editing club
After school revision and extra sessions given to targeted
candidates.
Mrs S Duffy
Ms L Pegg

